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A Unified Approach to Reduce SOC Test Data Volume,
Scan Power and Testing Time

Anshuman Chandra and Krishnendu Chakrabarty

Abstract—We present a test resource partitioning (TRP) technique that
simultaneously reduces test data volume, test application time, and scan
power. The proposed approach is based on the use of alternating run-length
codes for test data compression. We present a formal analysis of the amount
of data compression obtained using alternating run-length codes. We show
that a careful mapping of the don’t-cares in precomputed test sets to 1’s
and 0’s leads to significant savings in peak and average power, without re-
quiring either a slower scan clock or blocking logic in the scan cells. We
present a rigorous analysis to show that the proposed TRP technique re-
duces testing time compared to a conventional scan-based scheme. We also
improve upon prior work on run-length coding by showing that test sets
that minimize switching activity during scan shifting can be more efficiently
compressed using alternating run-length codes. Experimental results for
the larger ISCAS89 benchmarks and an IBM production circuit show that
reduced test data volume, test application time, and low power-scan testing
can indeed be achieved in all cases.

Index Terms—Alternating run-length code, embedded core testing, scan
testing, switching activity, system-on-a-chip test, test data compression, test
resource partitioning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intellectual property (IP) cores are now commonly used in large
system-on-a-chip (SOC) designs. Although IP cores help reduce de-
sign cycle time, they pose several difficult test challenges. The pre-
computed test patterns provided by the core vendors must be applied
to each core without exceeding the power constraints of the SOC. The
system integrator is confronted with the problems of test data volume,
test application time, and power consumption during test. New tech-
niques based on test resource partitioning (TRP) that reduce test data
volume, testing time, and power during testing are, therefore, necessary
to facilitate plug-and-play SOC test automation.

It is well known that power consumption in test mode is consider-
ably higher than during normal mode [1]. Therefore, special care must
be taken to ensure that the power rating of the SOC is not exceeded
during test application. Test data volume and test application time are
two additional problems faced in SOC test integration. As SOCs grow
in size and complexity, the volume of test data and the test application
time are also increasing rapidly. Current techniques do not provide a
unified solution to the three problems of test data volume, test appli-
cation time, and test power. These techniques typically provide point
solutions that target at most two out of the above three objectives. For
example, a number of techniques target only test data volume and test
application time.

Structural methods for reducing test data volume and testing time
typically require design modifications. For example, the Illinois scan
architecture (ILS) presented in [2] and [3] offers an alternative to con-
ventional scan design. In the ILS architecture, a single scan-in pin is
used to simultaneously feed the multiple scan chains of cores during
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broadcast mode. However, a drawback of the above method is that it
can lead to higher power dissipation in test mode; the ILS architecture
does not address the problem of reducing power consumption during
scan testing.

In a different approach, which can be described as an algorithmic
strategy, the precomputed test setTD provided by the core vendor is
compressed (encoded) to a much smaller test setTE and stored in au-
tomatic test equipment (ATE) memory. An on-chip decoder is used for
pattern decompression to generateTD fromTE during pattern applica-
tion [4]–[8]. These techniques are typically based on statistical codes,
run-length codes, and their variants, e.g., Golomb and frequency-di-
rected run-length (FDR) codes. These codes can also form the basis
for TRP [4]. A particularly attractive feature of TRP based on com-
pression methods is that it does not require any redesign of IP cores.

Test data volume reduction techniques based on on-chip pattern de-
compression are also presented in [9]–[13]. The compression scheme
presented in [11] utilizes a linear mapping network to drive a large
number of internal scan chains through a small number of external pins.
The RESPIN method proposed in [9] uses the scan chains of one em-
bedded core to decode test patterns for another core or interconnection.
The technique based on geometric shapes can be used for compressing
test vectors if an embedded processor is available for pattern decom-
pression [10]. The method presented in [12] achieves compression by
filling don’t-care bits in the test vectors such that these bits are not
stored on ATE and are not transferred to the chip if decompression is
done on-chip. Another method based on tester-based stimulus and re-
sponse compression (OPMISR) has been shown to be very effective for
testing large scan-based circuits with limited input–outputs (I/Os) [13].

Another way to reduce test data volume and testing time is to use
built-in self-test (BIST) [14]. However, BIST can only be applied to
SOCs if the IP cores in them are BIST-ready. BIST also imposes an
area penalty and it often requires additional design changes. Since most
currently available IP cores are not BIST-ready, the incorporation of
BIST in them requires considerable redesign.

A number of techniques to control power consumption in test mode
have also been presented in the literature. These can be broadly classi-
fied as a) structural, b) algorithmic, and c) tester based.

1) Structural methods: These methods, which do not address test
data volume or testing time, are based on the following design
techniques.

• Gated scan chains: These refer to schemes that use gating
techniques to clock portions of the scan chain during scan
operation [15]–[17]. In [15], shift registers are used to gate
portions of the scan chain during shifting while counters
are used for gating in [16]. A decoder/multiplexer-based
architecture for gating scan chains has also been proposed
in [17].

• Modified test pattern generator (TPG): Test generation cir-
cuits can be tailored to yield low-power vectors without
significantly affecting the fault coverage and testing time
[18], [19]. The method presented in [18] is based on gated
clock scheme for the TPG. The TPG is divided into two
groups of flip-flops and each group is activated by a clock
running at half the speed of the normal clock. Another TPG
based on cellular automata is presented in [19].

• Modified scan latch and vector inhibition: Scan power can
also be reduced by modifying the scan cell and adding
gating logic to mask the scan path activity during shifting
[20]. This approach coupled with random pattern suppres-
sion provides significant power savings during BIST [21].
The vector inhibiting technique presented in [21] provides
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a hardware solution to the power minimization problem
and is shown to significantly decrease power consumption
during BIST sessions. The method decreases the switching
activity in the internal nodes of the circuit under test during
scan-in and scan-out by holding the output of the scan cell
to a fixed value.

• Scan chain organization: The switching activity in the scan
chain can be reduced by shortening and reorganizing the
scan chains. The scan array solution presented in [22] re-
duces power dissipation by using two-dimensional scan ar-
rays, which reduce switching activity and allow the use of
a slower scan clock.

2) Algorithmic methods: These include automatic test pattern gen-
eration (ATPG) under power constraints, techniques based on
test data compression, and test scheduling algorithms.

• ATPG techniques: ATPG techniques for generating vectors
that lead to low power testing are described in [23] and
[26]. However, while these techniques provide reduction
in power consumption, they do not lead to any appreciable
decrease in test data volume.

• Test data compression: Test generation for low-power scan
testing usually leads to an increase in the number of test
vectors [23]. On the other hand, static compaction of scan
vectors causes significant increase in power consumption
during testing [26]. While compacted vectors are useless
if they exceed power constraints, uncompacted vectors
cannot be used as they require excessive tester memory.
Power minimization based on test data compression was
first presented in [34].

• Test scheduling: Test scheduling techniques for system
integration attempt to reduce testing time by applying
scan/BIST vectors to several cores simultaneously
[27]–[32]. Test scheduling is typically carried out under
power constraints since multiple cores are tested in par-
allel.

3) Tester frequency: Reduction in power dissipation can be
archieved by running the tester at a slower frequency. Although
this method offers the simplest way to reduce power consump-
tion, it leads to unacceptable testing times and is, therefore,
impractical.

We note that structural methods for reducing test power in SOCs
require modification to the embedded cores, e.g., via scan latch re-
ordering (SLR) [24], scan chain, and scan cell redesign. This is usually
not feasible for IP cores. ATPG techniques are also infeasible for IP
cores since they require gate-level structural models [25]. Moreover,
ATPG techniques that address test power do not directly consider test
data volume and testing time issues. We, therefore, focus on test data
compression for reducing test power, test data volume, and testing time
simultaneously.

It was shown in [34] that test data volume and test power can be re-
duced simultaneously using Golomb coding. The key idea is to map
the don’t-cares in the test vectors to zero. This results in long runs of
zeros that can be efficiently compressed using Golomb code [6]. The
resulting fully specified test set also reduces switching activity during
scan shifting. Hence, significant reduction in scan power is accompa-
nied with test data compression. However, the switching activity can
be reduced further if a more efficient procedure is used to map the
don’t-cares to binary values. In particular, further savings in power can
be achieved if we map the don’t-cares to derive test sets that minimize
switching activity. Unfortunately, these test sets are not amenable for
compression by run-length codes.

A recent test data compression approach offers an elegant solution
to the problem of simultaneous reduction of test data volume and scan

Fig. 1. Example of FDR coding.

power [35]. The key idea in this work is to use a minimum transition
count (MTC) mapping of don’t-cares in the test set and a variant of
Golomb coding that can effectively handle runs of both 0’s and 1’s.

In this paper, we present a new class of codes, called alternating run-
length codes, for test data compression. These codes are particularly
effective for compressing test sets that lead to minimum switching ac-
tivity. They also reduce testing time due to the reduction in the amount
of test data that needs to be transported from the tester to the SOC. We,
therefore, demonstrate that we can reduce test data volume, test appli-
cation time, and test power simultaneously by first using MTC map-
ping and then using alternating run-length codes for compressing the
resulting runs of 0’s and 1’s. Compared to [35], we achieve the same
reduction in scan power but significantly greater test data compression.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we first
review FDR coding. We then present the alternating run-length code,
describe the data compression procedure and the decompression ar-
chitecture, describe the power estimation model, and highlight the key
differences from [34]. In Section III, we present a rigorous testing time
analysis for TRP based on alternating run-length codes. In Section IV,
we present experimental results for the large ISCAS89 benchmark cir-
cuits as well as for a real-life microprocessor circuit from IBM. Finally,
in order to explain the experimental results, we present in Section V a
formal analysis of the alternating run-length code for a memoryless bi-
nary data source and for deterministic sequences.

II. A LTERNATING RUN-LENGTH CODE

In this section, we present the alternating run-length code, and de-
scribe the compression procedure and decompression architecture. We
also present the power estimation model used to estimate the power
dissipation during scan testing.

We first review FDR coding and its application to test data com-
pression [33]. The FDR code is a data compression code that maps
variable-length runs of 0’s to variable-length codewords. The encoding
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. As an example, consider a run of six
0’s (0000001) in the input stream. This run belongs to groupA3 and it
is mapped to the codeword 110000. The reader is referred to [33] for a
detailed discussion and motivation for the FDR code.

It was shown in [33] that the FDR code is very efficient for com-
pressing data that has few 1’s and long runs of 0’s. However, for data
streams that are composed of both runs of 0’s and runs of 1’s, the FDR
code is rather inefficient. In fact, in our initial experiments, the sizes of
encoded test sets obtained for such test sets were larger than the sizes
of uncompressed test sets. This provides the motivation to develop a
code that can efficiently compress both runs of 0’s and 1’s.
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Fig. 2. Example of the alternating run-length code.

Fig. 3. Example to compare FDR coding with alternating run-length coding.

Fig. 2 illustrates the encoding procedure for the new alternating run-
length code. The alternating run-length code is also a variable-to-vari-
able-length code and consists of two parts—group prefix and tail. The
prefix identifies the group in which the run-length lies and the tail iden-
tifies the member within the group. An additional parameter associated
with this code is the alternating binary variablea. The encoding pro-
duced by the alternating run-length code for a given run-length depends
on the value ofa. If a = 0, the run-length is treated as a run of 0’s. On
the other hand, ifa = 1, the run-length is treated as a run of 1’s. Note
that the value ofa for the different runs are not added to the encoded
data stream.

Fig. 3 shows the encoded data obtained using the two codes for a
data stream composed of interleaved runs of 0’s and 1’s. We observe
that the size of the FDR-encoded data set (22 bits) is larger than the
size of the input data set (18 bits); hence, the FDR code provides no
compression for this case. On the other hand, the size of the alternating
run-length-encoded data set (14 bits) is smaller than the size of the input
data set. Therefore, we are able to achieve compression with the new
code. We also note thata = 0 is used for compressing a runs of 0’s,
anda = 1 is used for compressing a runs of 1’s, anda = 0 is then used
for compressing the next run of 0’s. Hence,a is inverted after each run
is encoded and it keeps alternating between 0 and 1 thereafter. In this
paper, we assume a default initial value ofa = 0, i.e., we assume that
the input data stream starts with a run of 0’s.

A. Decompression Architecture

An on-chip decoder decompresses the encoded test setTE and pro-
ducesTD. Even thoughTD contains more patterns than test sets ob-
tained after static compaction of ATPG vectors, the testing time is re-
duced since pattern decompression can be carried out on-chip at higher
clock frequencies. Letrmax be the longest run of 0’s inTD and let
k = dlog

2
rmaxe. As discussed in [33], the FDR decoder can be ef-

ficiently implemented by ak-bit counter, alog
2
k-bit counter and a

finite-state machine (FSM), and it is independent of the precomputed
test set and the circuit under test. The decoder for alternating run-length
code can be implemented by making a small modification to the FDR
decoder. The block diagram of the alternating run-length decoder is

Fig. 4. Decoder block diagram for alternating run-length code.

shown in Fig. 4. An additional toggle flip-flop and an exclusive-OR

gate are required to switch betweena = 0 anda = 1. For any cir-
cuit whose test set is compressed using alternating run-length code, the
given logic is the only additional hardware required other than the two
small counters.

Thebit_in is the input to the FSM and an enable (en) signal is used
to input encoded data when the decoder is ready. The FSM output
counter_inis used to shift in the prefix or the tail into thek-bit counter
and the signalsshift, dec1, andrs1 are used to shift the data in, to
decrement, and to indicate the reset state of the counter, respectively.
The second counter oflog

2
k-bits is used to count the length of the

prefix and the tail so as to identify the group. The signalsinc anddec2
are used to increment and decrement the counter, respectively, andrs2

indicates that the counter has finished counting. Finally, the signalout
is the decoder output andv indicates when the output is valid. The op-
eration of the decoder is as follows.

• The FSM feeds thek-bit counter with the prefix. The end of the
prefix is identified by the separator zero. Theen, shift, and inc
signals are high till the 0 is received.

• The FSM outputs 0’s, decrements thek-bit counter, and makes
the signaldec1 high. It continues to output 0’s untilrs1 goes
high. The signalv is used to indicate a valid output.

• The tail part is shifted in until thelog
2
k-bit counter resets to zero.

Thedec2 signal then goes high, the counter is decremented, and
the signalrs2 indicates when it is in the zero state.

• The FSM output 0’s corresponding to the tail followed by a zero
at the end of tail decoding.

The state diagram for the FSM used for pattern decompression is
shown in Fig. 5. We note that the state diagram consists of only nine
states. We synthesized the FSM using Synopsys Design Compiler. The
synthesized circuit contains only four flip-flops and 38 gates. There-
fore, the additional hardware needed for the decoder is very small, and
existing counters on the SOC can be reused for decompression. The de-
coder area is, therefore, comparable to the area of the decoder in [35].

Since the decoder needs to communicate with the tester, and both the
codewords and the decompressed data can be of variable length, proper
synchronization must be ensured through careful design. In particular,
the decoder must communicate with the tester to signal the end of a
block of variable-length decompressed data. These and other related
decompression issues are discussed in detail in [33].
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Fig. 5. State diagram of the FSM used for on-chip pattern decompression.

B. Power Estimation

We now examine the impact of test set encoding on power consump-
tion during scan testing. We then show how power consumption can be
minimized by appropriately assigning binary values to the don’t-care
bits in TD and then applying the alternating run-length code for test
data compression.

We use the weighted transitions metric (WTM) introduced in [26] to
estimate the power consumption due to scan vectors. The WTM models
the fact that the scan power for a given vector depends not only on
the number of transitions in it but also on their relative positions. For
example, consider a scan vectorv1v2v3v4v5 = 01000, wherev1 is
first loaded into the scan chain. The 0-to-1 transition betweenv1 and
v2 causes more switching activity in the scan chain than the 1-to-0
transition betweenv2 andv3. We use the same model to estimate the
power consumption during the scan-in and scan-out operations.

The weighted transitions count metric is also strongly correlated to
the switching activity in the internal nodes of the core under test during
the scan in operation. It was shown experimentally in [26] that scan
vectors with higher weighted transition metric dissipate more power in
the core under test. In addition, experimental results for an industrial
ASIC [17] confirm that the transition power in the scan chains is the
dominant contributor to test power.

Consider a scan chain of lengthl and a scan vectortj =
t?j;1t

?
j;2 . . . t

?
j;l, with t?j;1 scanned in beforet?j;2, and so on. As

shown in [34], the WTM for tj , denoted WTMj , is given by
WTMj =

l�1

i=1(l� i) � (t?j;i � t?j;i+1). If the test setTD containsn
vectorst1; t2; . . . ; tn then the average scan in powerPavg and peak

scan in powerPpeak are estimated as follows:

Pavg =

n

j=1

l�1

i=1
(l� i) � t?j;i � t?j;t+1

n

Ppeak = max
j2f1;2;...;ng

l�1

i=1

(l� i) � t?j;i � t?j;i+1 :

If the peak power exceeds a threshold value, it can cause structural
damage to the silicon or to the package. Likewise, elevated average
power can also cause structural damage to the silicon, bonding wires
or the package. It also adds to the thermal load that must be transported
away from the device under test.

It was shown in [34] that Golomb coding can be used to simultane-
ously reduce the volume of test data,Pavg andPpeak. The don’t-care
bits were mapped to 0’s and the resulting test data was compressed
using the Golomb code. While this approach provides significant re-
ductions in power consumption, and at the same time, decreases the test
data volume considerably, it does not minimize eitherPavg orPpeak.

Here, we improve upon [34] by using the alternating run-length
code. Table I shows a partially specified scan vectorti =
01XXX10XXX01 with scan chain lengthl = 12, whereX
denotes a don’t-care bit. If the don’t-cares are mapped to appropriate bi-
nary values to minimize the weighted transition metric, then a sequence
dXXXXd0, d 2 f0; 1g must be mapped todddddd0. Similarly, a
sequencedXXXX must be mapped toddddd. This ensures that the
few unavoidable transitions occur “late” during scan-in. This mapping
of don’t-cares is identical to the MTC mapping used in [35].

Table I shows the impact of don’t-care mapping on the WTMi for a
given test vectorti. The compression obtained using the FDR code and
the alternating run-length code are also shown. Note that the Golomb
code was used for compression in [34]. Since then, the FDR code has
been shown to be more efficient than the Golomb code, hence, we con-
sider only the FDR code here. The WTM value is clearly higher if the
don’t-cares are always mapped to zero. However, FDR coding is much
more effective in reducing testdata volume if this strategy is used. On the
other hand, while FDR coding is ineffective for the fully specified test
vector which minimizes WTM, the alternating run-length code provides
thesamecompressionasachievedwiththeFDRcodewithalldon’t-cares
mapped to 0’s. The above example demonstrates that a careful map-
ping of the don’t-cares to 0’s and 1’s, followed by alternating run-length
coding of the resulting test data, not only provides reduction in test data
volume, but also minimizes the scan power dissipation.

III. T ESTING-TIME ANALYSIS

We now analyze the testing time when a single scan chain is fed
by the alternating run-length decoder. Test data compression decreases
testing time and allows the use of a low-cost ATE running at a lower
frequency to test the core without imposing any penalties on the total
testing time. Let the ATE frequency and the on-chip scan frequency be
fATE andfscan, respectively, wherefATE < fscan. Since the ATE and
the scan chain operate at two different frequencies, the decoder also
consists of two parts—one operating atfATE and the other operating
at fscan such thatfATE = fscan=�, � > 1. The parameter� should
ideally be a power of two since it is easier to synchronize the ATE
clock with the scan clock for such values of� [37]. If the scan chain
has multiple segments operating at different clock frequencies, each
segment has a dedicated decoder for test data decompression.

Fig. 6 outlines the decoder partitioned into two frequency domains.
The proposed TRP scheme, therefore, decouples the internal scan
chain(s) from the ATE via the use of a decoder interface. This decou-
pling implies that the scan clock frequency is no longer constrained
by the ATE clock frequency limitation. Thus,fscan can now be made
larger thanfATE.
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TABLE I
MAPPING OFDON’T-CARES IN A TEST CUBE TO BINARY VALUES

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the alternating run-length decoder partitioned into
two frequency domains for TRP.

For the alternating run-length code, lett(k; i) be the total time re-
quired to decompress a codeword that is theith member of thekth
group, andtshift(k; i) andtdecode(k; i) be the time required to transfer
the data from the ATE to the chip and to decode the codeword, respec-
tively. An upper bound ont(k; i) can be obtained by assuming that
decoding begins after the complete codeword is transferred from the
ATE. This implies that

t(k; i) � tshift(k; i) + tdecode(k; i):

For the alternating run-length code, the prefix length and the tail
length of the codeword belonging to thekth group are each equal to
k bits; see Fig. 2. Since data is transferred from the ATE to the chip at
the tester frequency, the time required to transfer any codeword of the
kth group is given by

tshift(k; i) =
2k

fATE
:

For any codeword, the prefix is identical to the binary representation
of the run-length corresponding to the group’s first element. As shown
in Fig. 2, the number of 0’s in the prefix of a codeword belonging to
thekth group is equal to2k � 2. The decoder has to output(2k � 2)
0’s before the tail decoding starts. The timetpre�x(k) required to de-
compress the prefix of any codeword from thekth group is, therefore,
given by

tpre�x(k) =
2k � 2

fscan
:

Similarly, the timettail(k; i) required to decompress the tail of the
ith member of thekth group is equal to the sum of time required to
output(i � 1) 0’s and a single one. Hence

ttail(k; i) =
(i� 1) + 1

fscan
=

i

fscan
:

The total decoding timetdecode(k; i) is given by

tdecode(k; i) = tpre�x(k) + ttail(k; i)

=
2k � 2

fscan
+

i

fscan
:

The total time needed to decompress the codeword is given by

t(k; i) � tshift(k; i) + tdecode(k; i)

=
1

fATE
2k +

2k � 2 + i

�
(1)

wherefscan = �fATE.
Let q(k; 1); q(k; 2); q(k; 3); . . . ; q(k; 2k) be the absolute frequen-

cies of the members of thekth group. Therefore, the decompression
time � (k) for the runs belonging to thekth group is given by

� (k) =
1

fATE

2

i=1

2k +
2k � 2 + i

�
q(k; i)

=
1

fATE
2k

2

i=1

q(k; i) +
1

�

2

i=1

(2k � 2 + i)q(k; i) :

Let us assume thatkmax is the largest group. The test application
timeTATA

SSC (A in the superscript denotes the alternating run-length
code) for the entire test set with a single scan chain (SSC) is given by

TAT
A
SSC�

k

k=1

� (k)

=
1

fATE
jTEj+

1

�

k

k=1

2

i=1

(2k�2+i)q(k�i) (2)

wherejTEj is the size of the encoded test set. Next, to derive a lower
bound on the testing time, suppose the tail bits are shifted in while the
prefix is being decompressed. Since the tail bits are now shifted from
the ATE while the prefix bits are decoded, the time required to shift any
codeword of thekth group is given by

tshift(k; i) =
k

fATE
:

Therefore, a lower bound on decoding time is given by

t(k; i)� tshift(k; i)+tdecode(k; i)

=
1

fATE
k+

2k�2+i

�
:

Therefore

TAT
A
SSC�

1

fATE

jTEj

2
+
1

�

k

k=1

2

i=1

(2k�2+i)q(k; i) : (3)

We next compare the testing time using the proposed TRP scheme
with that for an ATPG-compacted test set withp patterns and an ex-
ternal tester operating at frequencyf?ATE. Let the length of the scan
chain ben bits. The size of the ATPG-compacted test set ispn bits and
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ONTEST DATA COMPRESSIONUSING FDR CODE AND ALTERNATING RUN-LENGTH CODE

the test application timeTATATPGSSC equalspn=f?ATE. Experimental re-
sults presented in Section IV show that the testing time is reduced con-
siderably using the proposed method iff?ATE = fATE. Hence, alter-
nating run-length coding allows us to decrease the volume of test data,
test power, and testing time.

To conclude the analysis, we note that the above bounds allow us
to evaluate the testing time without a detailed analysis of the asyn-
chronous handshaking protocol between the tester and the decoder. The
exact testing time, which lies between the two bounds, can be deter-
mined through a bit-by-bit analysis of the encoded test data. The for-
mulation, based on upper and lower bounds, allows us to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed TRP scheme without resorting to such
detailed analysis.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of alternating run-length
coding for reducing test data volume, testing time, and power consump-
tion during scan testing. We carried out experiments for the ISCAS89
benchmark circuits and a production circuit from IBM. The experiments
wereconductedonaSunUltra10workstationwitha333-MHzprocessor
and256MBofmemory.WeonlyconsideredthelargeISCAS89full-scan
circuits with a single scan chain each.

Table II presents the experimental results for the ISCAS benchmarks
for test sets obtained from the Mintest ATPG program [36]. We com-
pare the compression obtained using the FDR code and the alternating
run-length code. In order to compare with [34], we first assigned all
don’t-cares to 0’s and compressedTD using the FDR code. We then
carefully mapped the don’t-cares to minimize WTM and compressed
the resultingTD using the alternating run-length code. Table II shows
the sizes ofTD, the size of the smallest encoded test set obtained after
static compaction using Mintest, the size of compressed test set ob-
tained with all don’t-cares mapped to zero(jTE1j) and size of com-
pressed test set obtained with an optimal mapping of don’t-cares to
minimize WTM (jTE2j). We also compare our compression results
with the results published in [35]. Note that we do not include results
for s35932 here since the test cubes that are available to us were found
to provide incomplete fault coverage.

As is evident from Table II, the alternating run-length code yields
better compression than the FDR code for four out of the six bench-
mark circuits. This is particularly remarkable since, as we show later
in this section, high compression with the alternating run-length code
is also accompanied with significant reduction in testing time and test
power. The results also show that ATPG compaction is not always nec-
essary for saving memory and reducing testing time. In all cases, the
size of the encoded test set is less than the smallest ATPG-compacted
test sets known for these circuits. This comparison is essential in order
to show that storingTE in ATE memory is more efficient than simply
applying static compaction to test cubes and storing the resulting com-

TABLE III
COMPARISON OFTESTING TIME USING THE PROPOSEDTRP METHOD WITH

TRADITIONAL SCAN-BASED EXTERNAL TESTING

pact test sets. On average, the size ofTE is 48.16% less than that of the
compacted test sets obtained using Mintest.

The compression results are also significantly better (over 16% on
average) than in [35]. This is not entirely unexpected, since the alter-
nating run-length code, which uses an underlying FDR code, is better
tailored than the Golomb code to exploit the properties of test sets. Note
that the compression is considerably higher in [35] if SLR is allowed;
however, we assume in this work that SLR is not possible for the IP
cores in an SOC.

Table III presents test application times for the proposed method
using the alternating run-length code and for traditional scan-based
testing withf?ATE = fATE. We note that in all the cases the upper
bound on test application time using the proposed scheme is lower than
that for scan-based external testing. The actual test application time for
the proposed TRP scheme lies between the lower and upper bounds.
For example, the test application time for s13207 with� = 8, and
f?ATE = fATE =20 MHz lies between 1.848 and 2.664 ms, which is
lower than the time of 8.155 ms required for conventional scan testing
using ATPG-compacted patterns derived using Mintest. Furthermore,
let us assume that the desired testing time for s38417 is the average
of lower and upper bounds i.e., 2.256 ms. In this case, an external
tester operating atf?ATE =72.29 MHz will be required, as opposed
to a 20–MHz tester with the proposed TRP scheme.

We next present results on the peak and average power consumption
during the scan-in operation. These results show that using test data
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TABLE IV
IMPACT OF THEMAPPING OFDON’T-CARES TOBINARY VALUES ON SCAN-IN POWER CONSUMPTION

TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ONPEAK AND AVERAGE SCAN-OUT POWER CONSUMPTION

compression with a careful mapping of don’t-cares to 0’s and 1’s can
also lead to significant savings in power consumption. As discussed in
Section II, we estimate power using the WTM. LetPC

peak (P
C
avg) be the

peak (average) power with compacted test sets obtained using Mintest,
and letPF

peak (P
F
avg) be the peak (average) power when the FDR code is

applied toTD after mapping the don’t-cares to 0’s. Similarly, letPA
peak

(PA
avg) be the peak (average) power when the alternating run-length

code is applied toTD after mapping the don’t-cares to minimize the
WTM. Table IV compares the average and peak power consumption
when FDR coding and alternating run-length coding are used. The per-
centage reduction in power was computed as follows:

Reduction in peak power=
PC
peak � PF

peak

PC
peak

� 100

Reduction in average power=
PC
avg � PF

avg

PC
avg

� 100:

Table IV shows that the peak power and average power are signifi-
cantly less if the alternating run-length code is used for test data com-
pression and the decompressed patterns are applied during testing. On
average, the peak (average) power is 37.72% (84.32%) less in this case
than for the Mintest test sets. (Note that the power values for the Mintest
test sets are shown in Table V.) Thus, our results demonstrate that sub-
stantial reduction in test data volume and testing time are also accompa-
nied by significant reduction in power consumption during scan testing.
Note that the power savings obtained in this paper are identical to that
in [35] since the don’t-cares are optimally mapped to 0’s and 1’s in both
papers. Additional power reduction was obtained in [35] using SLR, a
structural modification that we do not consider in this paper due to the
underlying assumption of IP cores.

We next present results on the peak and average power consumption
during the scan-out operation. The scan-out power depends, to a large
extent, on the responses of the core under test to the test patterns. Since

our approach is aimed at minimizing the scan-in power, we conducted
a set of experiments to evaluate the impact of scan-in power minimiza-
tion on the scan-out power. Table V shows that the peak power and
average power are significantly less in five out of six cases if alter-
nating run-length coding is used for test data compression. The peak
power during scan-out operation was only slightly higher for the s9234
benchmark circuit. On average, the peak (average) power is 20.25%
(33.17%) less than for the Mintest test sets. Thus, our results demon-
strate that the substantial reduction in test data volume is also accompa-
nied by significant reduction in power consumption during scan testing.
The reduction in scan-out power is an important added advantage since
we do not directly target scan-out power in our compression scheme.

Table VI presents the experimental results when the FDR code and
the alternating run-length code are applied to scan vectors for a produc-
tion circuit from IBM. This circuit contains 1.2 million gates, 32 200
latches and a total of 30 scan chains. We were provided with four sets
of scan vectors for this circuit. Each vector set consists of 32 patterns
(a total of 1 031 072 bits of test data per vector set). We find that the
compression obtained using the alternating run-length code is compa-
rable to that obtained using the FDR code. The slight (1–2%) decrease
in compression is offset by the significant savings in test power as is
shown next.

Table VII presents the average and peak power values for the IBM
circuit when the FDR code and the new alternating run-length code are
applied to thescanvectors.Wefind that thealternating run-lengthcode is
extremely efficient for reducing test power. Compared to the FDR code,
as much as 43.36% greater reduction is obtained in peak power and as
much as 42.38% greater reduction is obtained in average power.

Finally, we present results on test application time for the IBM cir-
cuit when the TRP scheme based on the new alternating run-length
codes is applied to the scan vectors. We assume that the circuit consists
of a single scan chain. The minimum (maximum) testing time for the
four vectors using TRP and a tester withfATE =50 MHz is 12.757 ms
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TABLE VI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ONTESTDATA COMPRESSIONUSING THEFDR CODE AND THE ALTERNATING RUN-LENGTH CODE FOR ANIBM CIRCUIT

TABLE VII
POWER REDUCTION ASSOCIATEDWITH THE COMPRESSION OFIBM TEST DATA

(15.205 ms). On the other hand, the test application time based on tra-
ditional scan-based testing using the same external tester is 61.863 ms.

V. ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATING RUN-LENGTH CODE

In this section, we provide analytical insights into the reasons un-
derlying the high compression obtained using alternating run-length
codes. We first analyze the effectiveness of the alternating run-length
code for a memoryless data source. We then present an analysis for de-
terministic sequences. Let the probability of producing 0’s bep and the
probability of producing 1’s bep1 = 1� p. The entropyH(p) of this
memoryless source is given by the following equation:

H(p) = �p log2 p� (1� p) log2(1� p):

From Fig. 2, the smallest and the longest run-lengths that belong to
groupAk are given by (2k�2) and (2k+1�3), respectively. Therefore,
the probabilityP (i; k) that an arbitrarily chosen run of lengthi belongs
to groupAk is given by

P (i; k) =

2 �3

i=2

p
i(1� p) + p

i

1 (1� p1)

= p
2 �2 1� p

2 + p
2 �2
1 1� p

2
1 :

The codeword in groupAk consists of2k bits. Therefore, the average
codeword length�A for alternating run-length codes is given by

�A =

1

k=1

2k p
2 �2 1� p

2 + p
2 �2
1 1� p

2
1

=2

1

k=1

p
2 �2 + (1� p)2 �2 :

We next determine� the average number of bits in any run generated
by the data source. It can be easily shown that

� =1 +

1

i=1

ip
i(1� p) + 1 +

1

i=1

ip
i

1(1� p1)

=
1

p(1� p)
:

Even though we do not have a closed-form expression for�A, the above
equations can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of alternating run-
length codes. The compression gain�A for alternating run-length codes
is given by

�A =
1

2p(1� p) 1

k=1
p2 �2 + (1� p)2 �2

:

An upper bound on the compression gain is obtained from the en-
tropyH(p) of the source using the following equation:

�max =
1

H(p)
:

Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the compression gain�F and
�A, where�F is the compression gain corresponding to FDR codes.
The upper bound�max is also shown in the figure. The figure shows
that compression gain for the FDR code is always lower than that for
the alternating run-length code for all values ofp < 0:5. This is ex-
pected because the FDR code is designed only to compress runs of
0’s. For p < 0:5, the data source has more runs of 1’s and since
alternating run-length code is designed to compress runs of both 0’s
and 1’s,�A > �F for p < 0:5. Fig. 7 also shows that for values of
p > 0:5, there is a not significant difference between�F and�A. The
figure shows how closely the alternating run-length code gain curve
follows the upper bound�max. Hence, these results show that alter-
nating run-length codes are very efficient for compressing data that is
composed of runs of 0’s and 1’s.

Next, we develop an analysis technique to determine the worst
and best case compressions that can be achieved using alternating
run-length codes for some generic parameters of precomputed test sets
using this technique. SupposeTD containsr1 runs of 0’s,r2 runs of
1’s, and a total ofn bits. We first determineCA

max, the number of bits
in the encoded test setTE in the worst case, i.e., when the compression
is the least effective. In doing so, we also determine the distribution
of the runs of 0’s and runs of 1’s that gives rise to this worst case
compression.

SupposeTD containski runs of 0’s andji runs of 1’s of lengthi
with maximum run-lengthlmax. Let the size of the encoded test set
TE beA bits, and let� = A � (n � r1 � r2) measure the amount
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Fig. 7. Comparison of compression gain obtained with FDR codes and alternating run-length codes for0:2 � p � 0:97.

of compression achieved using alternating run-length codes. To make
the presentation simpler, we subtract a constant term fromA for all
distributions of runs, given a fixedn, r1 and r2. If the alternating
run-length coding procedure of Fig. 2 is applied toTD, we have� =
2k0 + 2j0 + k1 + j1 + 2k2 + 2j2 + k3 + j3 � k5 � j5 � k7�j7 �
2k8�2j8�3k9�3j9�� � � (up tolmax). This can be explained as fol-
lows: run of one of lengthi, we compare the size of the run-length(i)
with the size of the corresponding codeword. For example, the code-
word corresponding to a run of length zero contains two bits (one more
than the original run), the codeword for run-length one is of the same
size as the original run-length, and so on. The difference between these
two quantities contributes to�, and it appears as the coefficient of the
appropriateki andji term in the equation for�.

We next use the following simple integer linear programming (ILP)
model to determine the maximum value of�. This yields the worst case
compression(CA

max) using alternating run-length codes.

Maximize :

� = 2k0 + 2j0 + k1 + j1 + 2k2 + 2j2 + k3 + j3 � k5 � j5

� k7 � j7 � 2k8 � 2j8 � 3k9 � 3j9 � � � � (up tolmax)

subject to :

l

i=1

iki +

l

i=1

iji = n� r1 � r2

l

i=1

ki = r1

l

i=1

ji = r2:

This ILP model can be easily solved, e.g., using a solver such aslp-
solve[38], to obtain the worst case values for thekis andjis. Note that
even thoughlmax appears in the above ILP model, we do not make any
explicit use of it. Our goal here is to determine a worst case distribu-
tion of the runs of 0’s and runs of 1’s. Generally, short run lengths yield

the worst case compression; however, iflmax must exceed a minimum
value to satisfy the constraints listed above. We can uselpsolveto de-
termine the minimumlmax by incrementally increasinglmax until the
optimization problem becomes feasible.

Table VIII lists the sizeCA

max of the encoded data set for worst case
compression for various values ofn, r1, andr2. The last two columns
show the distribution of runs of 0’s and 1’s for which the worst case
compression is achieved (a=b indicatesa runs of lengthb). Note that
this distribution is not unique since a number of run-lengths can yield
the worst case distribution.

Next, we analyze the best case compression achieved using alter-
nating run-length codes for any givenn, r1, andr2. Since the com-
pression is better for longer run-lengths, we also need to constrain the
maximum run-length in this case. As before, we formulate this problem
using ILP, and the following model can be solved usinglpsolveto ob-
tain a best case distribution of runs andCA

max, the number of bits in the
encoded test set in the best case.

Minimize :

� = 2k0 + 2j0 + k1 + j1 + 2k2 + 2j2 + k3 + j3 � k5 � j5

� k7 � j7 � 2k8 � 2j8 � 3k9 � 3j9 � � � � (up tolmax)

subject to :

l

i=1

iki +

l

i=1

iji = n� r1 � r2

l

i=1

ki = r1

l

i=1

ji = r2:

Table IX lists the run-length distributions corresponding to the
best case compression using alternating run-length codes. The cor-
responding percentage compression values are also listed. In Fig. 8,
we plot the best case and worst case size of the encoded data as the
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TABLE VIII
WORSTCASE COMPRESSIONUSING THE ALTERNATING RUN-LENGTH CODE

TABLE IX
BEST CASE COMPRESSIONUSING THE ALTERNATING RUN-LENGTH CODE

Fig. 8. Comparison between the upper and lower bounds on percentage compression forn = 1000.

number of runsr1 andr2 are varied (forn = 1000). The upper surface
represents the worst case compression and the lower surface represents
the best case compression that can be obtained using alternating
run-length codes for different values ofr1 andr2. The actual size of
the encoded data will lie between these two bounds and is dependent
on the distribution of the runs of 0’s and runs of 1’s. We note that for
small values ofr1 and r2, the bounds are very close to each other.
For example, forr1 = 20 andr2 = 15, the difference betweenCA

max

andCA

min is only eight bits; hence, the alternating run-length code is

robust, i.e., its efficiency is relatively insensitive to variations in the
distributions of the runs.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown that TRP based on test data compression can be used
to reduce SOC test data volume, testing time, and test power simulta-
neously. The proposed TRP method is based on the use of a new code,
which we call the alternating run-length code. We have shown that a
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careful mapping of the don’t-cares in precomputed test sets to 1’s and
0’s leads to significant savings in peak and average power, without re-
quiring either a slower scan-clock or blocking logic in the scan cells.
In addition, the on-chip decompression of test pattern decouples the in-
ternal scan chain(s) from the ATE, thereby allowing higher scan clock
frequency. We have presented a rigorous testing-time analysis for com-
pression/decompression based on alternating run-length codes. Exper-
imental results for the ISCAS89 benchmark circuits and for an IBM
production circuit show that a slower ATE can often be used with no
adverse impact on testing time. Therefore, the proposed approach not
only decreases test data volume and the amount of data that must be
transferred from the ATE, but it also reduces test power and testing
time, and facilitates the use of less expensive ATEs.
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